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insane definition of insane by merriam webster - the murderer was found to be criminally insane she was insane with
jealousy he had an insane look in his eyes she likes to drive at insane speeds he had this insane idea that he could get rich
by selling old computers, insane define insane at dictionary com - insane definition not sane not of sound mind mentally
deranged see more, insane definition of insane by the free dictionary - in sane n s n adj 1 a of exhibiting or afflicted with
mental derangement not used in psychiatric diagnosis b characteristic of or associated with persons who, insane
synonyms insane antonyms thesaurus com - synonyms for insane at thesaurus com with free online thesaurus
antonyms and definitions find descriptive alternatives for insane, insane dictionary definition insane defined - not sane
mentally ill or deranged demented mad now a nontechnical term except in legal usage of or for insane people an insane
asylum informal very foolish excessive, insane synonyms insane antonyms merriam webster thesaurus - 2 conceived
or made without regard for reason or reality a completely insane plan to build a ball field in the middle of nowhere, insane
english spanish dictionary wordreference com - insane translation to spanish pronunciation and forum discussions,
insane definition of insane in english by oxford dictionaries - definition of insane in a state of mind which prevents
normal perception behaviour or social interaction seriously mentally ill shocking outrageou
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